Circular Buildings
Renovations that produce more than they cost
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No more virgin materials in our buildings!
We have a dream...
A better world start with asking a better question!
Collaborate and engage
Transition to circular buildings
How about changing your perspective
There are no sustainable materials, only the sustainable usage of those materials.
Experience is the teacher of all things
Fabulous opportunities

The circular economy closes the loop of materials. Materials represent value. The built environment consumes more than 30% of raw materials in the NL. The circular economy has potential to create 54,000 extra jobs and €7.3 billion economic growth per year.

**Government as user**
- National Government largest real estate owner of NL
- Government 10% circular purchases (motion nov '15)
- Circular tenders puts the market in motion
- Abate bottlenecks

**Financing models**
- Shift from tax on labour to tax on raw material and waste
- Investment fund transition to circular production
- Product to service presses heavily on balance manufacturer
- Deposit model

**Stimulating regulation**
- Break barriers property and liability
- Vested interests and cultures break through market
- Competition legislation i.r.t.
- Chain cooperation tax break renovating and taxing new construction
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Circulair Buildings
Renovations that produce more than they cost
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